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Background

Materials and Methods

Results

Conclusion

Participants & Data
• 118 cognitively unimpaired older adults with a familiar history of AD.

• Each participant underwent PET, T1/diffusion weighted MRI scan, and
cognitive test.

AD Pathology

Cognitive Performance

Network Analyses

Statistics Analyses

• A global Aβ burden was generated by averaging the SUVR values of
the bilateral medial and lateral frontal, parietal, and temporal regions.

• The tau pathology deposition was measured using the SUVR value of
the entorhinal cortex.

While higher levels of Aβ and tau pathology are typically associated with cognitive impairments, some older adults
exhibit normal cognition even with a substantial burden of in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology. This phenomenon is
known as ‘cognitive resilience’. The potential role of structural connectivity in cognitive resilience remains
inconclusive. The present study tested whether structural network properties moderate the relationship between AD
pathology and cognitive performance in the preclinical phase of AD.

[18F]NAV4696 [18F] AV-1451(FTP)

• Cognitive performance were measured using the RBANS delayed memory
index score.

• Diffusion MRI data were preprocessed using TractoFlow-ABS pipeline to
get the whole brain tractogram.

• Connectoflow pipeline was used to generate default mode network (DMN)
and limbic network based on Schaefer atlas (400 regions, 7networks).

• Graph theory analyses were performed to calculate network
measurements of both DMN and limbic network (e.g., global efficiency,
characteristic path length, within/between mean connectivity of each
network)

diffusion MRI tractogram parcellation

Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of
Neuropsychological Status (RBANS)

• Multiple linear regression analyses were performed to examine the
relationship between AD pathology, cognitive performance, and global
network measurements of limbic network and DMN.

• Interaction term (AD pathology × network metrics) was added into linear
models to examine whether network metrics moderate the effect of AD
pathology on cognitive performance.

graph theory analyses DMN limbic

Sample size 118
Mean age (± SD) 67.31 (±4.9)
Mean education (± SD) 15.12 (±3.29)
Mean MMSE (±SD) 28.83 (±1.25)
Female %(n) 73%

Linear regression model

Results

• Individuals with higher network global efficiency, higher within mean network connectivity, and lower characteristic path length in the
limbic structural network, exhibit better memory performance at a higher level of AD pathology.

• This study suggests that structural network properties of the brain may play an important role in maintaining cognitive performance in the
face of AD pathology and could serve as a potential brain markers of cognitive resilience.

Higher levels of Aβ and tau pathology in the brain were
associated with worse delayed memory performance
(z_scored index) in cognitively unimpaired individuals at
risk of AD. Age, sex, education were adjusted in our
linear model; figures here were plotted without
adjustments for visualization purposes. * , P<0.05; **,
P<0.01.

cognitive performance   ~  AD pathology

We found that some network characteristics of the limbic network were associated with an attenuated effect of Aβ and tau pathology on delayed memory in
older adults with family history of AD, but this effect didn’t exist in the DMN. Age, sex, and education were adjusted in linear models; figures here were plotted
without adjustments for visualization purposes. * , P<0.05; **, P<0.01.

Higher entorhinal tau pathology was associated with worse structural network characteristics, as reflected by lower global efficiency, higher characteristic path
length, and lower within/between mean connectivity of the limbic network (left) and DMN (right); but Aβ pathology was not associated with any of these network
measurements. Age, sex, education were adjusted in our linear model; figures here were plotted without adjustments for visualization purposes. * , P<0.05; **,
P<0.01; ***, P<0.001.

structural network characteristics ~   AD pathology
Association between network characteristics of limbic network and AD pathology Association between network characteristics of DMN and AD pathology

Visualization of structural connectivity in limbic network

There is no significant association between global Aβ
burden and global measurements of limbic network.
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There is no significant association between Aβ burden
and global measurements of DMN.

Network measurements of limbic are associated with tau
pathology deposition in the entorhinal cortex.

Network measurements of DMN are associated with tau
pathology deposition in the entorhinal cortex.

cognitive performance ~ AD pathology × limbic network characteristics

Individuals with higher global efficiency and within mean
connectivity of limbic network present better delayed
memory performance when in the face of global Aβ burden.

Individuals with higher global efficiency, lower characteristic
path length, and higher within mean connectivity of limbic
network present better delayed memory performance when
in the face of tau pathology deposition.
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Diffusion MRI subnetwork efficiency is associated with cognitive resilience to AD pathology in cognitively 
unimpaired older adults at risk of AD dementia
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Visualization of structural connectivity in DMN

Visualization of structural connectivity for limbic network (left) and DMN (right) of one participant. The glass brains show white matter connections as derived from
tractography; the streamlines are colored in red (left-right), blue (inferior-superior), and green (posterior-anterior). The chord diagrams show white matter
streamline count between atlas regions (colored by higher-level anatomical structures).
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